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WelshOaks (2), 1998
monochrome color print
74 1/s x 91 1/ , inches
edition of 2
Courtesy Donald Young Gallery, Chicago

5.

silver gelatin print
101 x 168 inches
Courtesy of the artist

Nabisco Factory,Beacon,IV: September 14-19, 1999, 1999
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CameraObscuraMobile, 1996
mixed media
83 x 56 '/ , x 189 inches
Collection of FRAC Haute Sotteville-les-Rouen

Millennial Project for an Urban Plaza,1986
architectural model with platform (on plinth)
27 3/ . x 25 x 16 3/ . inches
Collection of Vancouver Art Gallery, Vancouver
8.

4. Zeppelin,Friedrichshafen,II: August 13-17, 1999, 1999
silver gelatin print
55 112x 82 1/ 2 inches
Courtesy of the artist

7. WelshOaks (6), 1998

6.

inches

edition of 2
Private Collection

1

94 h x 74

Welsh Oaks (4), 1998
monochrome color print

5.
1
/ ,

WelshOaks (5), 1998
monochrome color print
74 1/ , x 92 1/e inches
edition of 2
Courtesy Donald Young Gallery, Chicago

WelshOaks (7), 1998
monochrome color print
91 1/ s x 74 1/ , inches
edition of 2
Courtesy Donald Young Gallery, Chicago

4.

3.

monochrome color print
89 1'2 x 74 1/ s inches
edition of 2
Collection of REFCO Group, Ltd., Chicago

2. Welsh Oaks (3), 1998

monochrome color print
9 11/e x 74 1/ . inches
edition of 2
Courtesy Donald Young Gallery, Chicago
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1. Welsh Oaks (1), 1998
monochrome color print
91 1/ , x 74 1/s inches
edition of 2
Collection of Martin E. Zimmerman, C.E.O., LINC
Capital Inc., Chicago

Rodney Graham

3. Zeppelin,Friedrichshafen,I: August 10-13, 1999, 1999
silver gelatin print
55 x 81 inches
Courtesy of the artist

silver gelatin print
93 x 168 inches
Courtesy of the artist

2. Nabisco Factory,Beacon I: July 19-22, 1999, 1999

1. Pepsi Cola,Long Island City X: July 7, 1998, 1998
silver gelatin print
87 1/ 2 x 168 inches
Courtesy of the artist

Vera Lutter

Rooftop:
Rodney Graham
Camera Obscura Mobile
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camera obscura. In such an age, for those

time the physical incarnation of that model was a widely used means of observing the
visible world, an instrument of popular entertainment, of scientific inquiry, and of aes-

described his work as "concerned in one wa
or depopulated landscapes and images of n
Romanticism and its critique.'' Thus, his lone
which token entities, whether in the guise of
memorials, are utilized as palliatives and dec

impossible to express the beauty [of the camera obscura image] in words. All painting is
dead by comparison, for this is life itself, or something more elevated, if one could articulate
it."3 As the usurper rather than the subservient assistant to painting, the role of the camera
obscura here closely predicts that attributed to photography at its inception in the 1840s.'
Heirs of Freud and Marx, as much as of pioneering practitioners of photography and
certain Old Master painters, Graham and Lutter revivify this ancient device in service to

in 1982 , a project that aimed to plant indivi
out the metropolitan context. Far more skept

may be traduced. Motivated by ecological as
modern city, Joseph Beuys began 7000 Eic

Huygens hardly exaggerated longstanding convictions when he enthused in 1622: "It is

stance, Graham hones criticality into a subtl

effects not normally visible to the untutored eye, such as the halation of surface highlights integral to Johannes Vermeer's luminous interiors. Dutch art patron Constantijn

of a compound eye. Once again, the elemen
been elegantly turned against themselves. S

ture the image into myriad shards, for Graha

modernistic building housing a camera obsc
to maturity it will monitor. Its vast, concave, f

Taking the form of an architectural model fo
Millennial Project for an Urban Plaza (1986)

disquieting role, as at once a playfully nostal
historically governed and located character

favor of the fictive, disembodied, ungendere
inhabits virtual or cybernetic arenas, Rodney

sion."' Today,as a corporeally based theory

whereby it facilitated the plotting of complex spatial tableaux from delimited viewpoints,
as witnessed in Canaletto's meticulous vistas of Venice, in addition to introducing optical

therefore, is its pivotal role as a technical aid in painting from the Renaissance onward,

differently, with the conceptual legacy of this apparatus, utilizing it as a filter to probe
visionary as much as visual heritages from the art of the past. Also highly relevant,

Canadian artist Rodney Graham and German-born Vera Lutter both draw on the formal
operation of the camera obscura in their practices. Both also engage, albeit quite

[became] a model for procedures and forces that conceal, invent, and mystify truth.''

Freud, and their peers, "the very apparatus that a century earlier was the site of truth

a nexus of specific sociocultural relations and discourses, and how the demise of this
paradigm by the end of the nineteenth century meant that for Karl Marx, Sigmund

and influential book Techniques of the Observer to demonstrate how it was grounded in

thetic practice."' Countering claims that the camera obscura 'as a device or metaphor
within an actual social or discursive field" is ahistorical, Crary sought in his pathfinding

ied relationship to the external world, as if h
to an era in which the prevailing model of vi

For two centuries," he concludes, "it stood as a model, in both rational and empiricist
thought, of how observation leads to truthful inferences about the world; at the same

offered," according to Crary, "the spectacle
ently, whereas for those ignorant of its princ

activity, one that is, moreover, inherently soci
the carriage, Rodney Graham's viewer, by co

artist's project, perception is posited as a re

the relation of a perceiver and the position of a knowing subject to an external world ... .

the seventeenth century, Jonathan Crary contends, 'the camera obscura was without
question the most widely used model for explaining human vision, and for representing

a darkened chamber, it produces an inverted image on the opposite surface plane. In

Graham's Rooftop Urban Park facing the tw
thus engage not only with the external vista
Dan Graham's very different notion of the c

The camera obscura, like the pinhole camera with which it is virtually synonymous, is
based on a phenomenon long understood. When light passes through a small hole into

in relation to but distinct from photography
for example, takes the form of a two-person

and materials, from film, video, and photogra
architecture, and music. In his protean visio

Over the past twenty years, Graham's work

debates currently at the heart of the late-tw

vehicle used for delivering mail, which functi
originally for an arboretum in rural France, i

·entur

reproductive practices, nonetheless, prove equally fertile sites for renewed critical inquiry.

electronic technologies offer unprecedented possibilities for artistic investigation, older

to be the dawning of a postphotographic era is the belief that analogical or indexical
modes of photographic representation will be rendered redundant or irrelevant. As

of pictorial reproduction, radically shifting contemporary notions of representation.
Consequent upon an enthusiastic if largely uncritical embrace of what is claimed

Almost daily, new developments in digital and cybernetic technologies redefine languages

Rodney Graham and Vera Lutter Time Traced

fragile records always informs a reading of the finished work. In addition, deliberate
contrasts between stationary and transitory elements allude to the unpredictable
interface of a partially mobile matrix, the duration of the process of recording, and
the final static image. Contrary to most photographic processes, these pictures do

Typically, Lutter's compositions betray a rigorous, stringent mode of composing that
capitalizes on the axial and planar. Where not heightened and clarified overtly by
the vantage point that frames the image, a geometrical grid still implicitly defines
and structures the picture. Recognition of the considerable amounts of labor and
of the physical as well as technical complexities involved in securing such vast yet

their relation to the history of art-of painting as well as photography-is never elided.

to a positive image as a procedure that would introduce an intermediary between
the act of registration and the art object that the viewer scrutinizes. She, however,
rights the image for presentation. For related reasons, her photographs are presented directly on the gallery walls, unframed and unmounted. Notwithstanding the
heightened immediacy that these decisions impart to an encounter with the work,
the constructions and conventions that subtend a reading of these images as
figures of representational transparency and realism are never undermined, and

While for Graham the camera obscura and photography remain discrete practices
and discourses that may be used to intersect and inform each other, for Vera
Lutter they have become synonymous. Her luminous monumental images are created from pinhole cameras designed as temporary rooms or adapted from existing
ones according to the particular conditions of the location she intends to depict.
Unlike Graham, Lutter retains the negative form, eschewing conventional transfer

naturalistic pictorial codes, as it eloquently rewrites Romantic tenets now grown
hollow and sentimental.

In his recent series of monumental photographs of Welsh oak trees, the Canadian
artist dispenses with the mechanics of the camera obscura while retaining vestigial
references to it as a central precursor to lens technologies. Shot on large format
eight-by-ten-inch glass plates and printed in black and white on color paper, each
of these seven images silhouettes a solitary tree, that potent symbol within the
Romantic pantheon.' "True' to its initial registration on the photographic plate,
when presented upside down in a huge print the inverted image vividly registers
dissent from canonical orthodoxies that situate photography within a discourse of

irreversible destruction of the natural environment undertaken in the interests of capitalism, modernization, and urban development. Destined to a relatively brief and
vulnerable life compared with the obdurate stele which it gradually over-reaches,
Beuys's tree too often is transformed into a beleaguered trophy in an urban wasteland; by contrast, Graham's seedling patiently attended by its utopian edifice, is
ultimately comically absurd, more mocked than acclaimed."

contemporary art practice as well as in visual culture at large, wh
provide a creative outlet for artists whose preferred medium is t
Benjamin's distinctions and injunctions might seem obsolete. Fo
Lutter, however, such issues are not merely pertinent and timely: th

the true face of this kind of photographic creativity is the advert
ation, its logical counterpart is the act of unmasking or construc
"As Brecht says: 'the situation is complicated by the fact that le
the mere reproduction of reality reveal something about reality:'
when photography in its manifold guises has become a ubiquito
medium within current art praxis, when those who are nominally
phers now produce many of the most acclaimed and influential i

Benjamin famously wrote in what has become one of the semin
history of photography. "Therein is unmasked the posture of a p
can endow any soup can with cosmic significance but cannot gr
of the human connections in which it exists, even where most f
are more concerned with saleability than with insight. But,' he c

self-conscious descendants of the work of such legendary pion
Watkins, the works of both artists are at once imbued with a ce
resistant to sentimentality as they poignantly acknowledge the
limitations, and qualifications that today confound all attempts t
or utopian philosophies. "The world is beautiful-that is its watch

Through her choice of subjects, which range from this antique
bus to an abandoned warehouse built in the 1920s, to an iconi
gracing the New York skyline, Lutter alludes to previous historic
and to the aesthetics of the sublime and visionary. In grandeur
photographs are akin to Graham's stately portrayals of majestic

transformed into an effulgent space, a secular reprise on a soar
sanctum, invaded by a sleek phantasm in place of the first versi

not capture a single moment in time but evidence the slow buil
even perhaps weeks, of the image. In Zeppelin, Friedrichshafen
1999 (1999), for example, the inflatable was moved in and out
eral times during the course of the exposure: the adjacent posit
on returning to base are consequently traced as a series of vis
the shadowy field of the print. By contrast, for the second versi
the zeppelin not only stayed home throughout the process but t
building were never opened. The cavernous penumbral interior

Crary., p. 33.

and its environs.

The sole exception to this is Rome Ruins (1978), a series of ten color images made early in his
career. When his cameras were stolen, Graham improvised, building two pinhole cameras, one from a
cigarette pack, the other from a match box, with which he shot tourist views of the Roman Forum

1980), p. ix.

its with basalt column, have been planted, usually adjacent to art institutions.
For a fuller discussion of the theme of the lone tree in Romantic aesthetics see Simon Schama, "Part
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notes
Born in 1949 in Masqui, British Columbia, Rodney Graham
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faceted compound eye.

the appropriate number (2-3) of such tree-lengths. In this way at a calc
inverted and reversed image of the tree, visible on the theater's screen,
proportion within the frame in which it will then be centered.
3. The theater's optical apparatus will consist of a cluster of hollow cones
cone whose truncated vertex defines a compound pinhole and a dish-sha
4. The image produced by the apparatus will thus be built up of small circu
corresponding to a single cone in the cone-cluster-whose optical princi

1. The installation is to comprise a tree planted as a sapling in a public pla
theater on a tower, built of steel, to be erected opposite the tree.
2. The height of the built structure as well as the distance from the tree ar
estimated size of the tree at maturity. Thus the vertical distance from th
center of the theater's optical apparatus will be half that of the mature t
to the tip of its crown of foliage; while the distance from the theater to t

Millenn ial Project for an Urban Plaza, 1 986

Rodney Graham
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the Kulturstiftung Friedrichshafen where she photographed

site of its future museum. In summer 1999 she was the rec

of commissions, most recently for Dia Center for the Arts in

to live and work. In a.ddition to several solo shows, Lutter ha

1993 to 1995 at the School of Visual Arts in New York Cit

in fine arts from the Munich Academy in 1990, she studied

Vera Lutter was born in Kaiserslautern, Germany, in 1960.

summer 1999. Graham lives and works in Vancouver.

Canada. His most recent museum exhibition was held at th

in Documenta IX, 1992, and in the Biennale of Venice, 1993

in the late 1980s, he has exhibited widely in North America

University in Vancouver from 1978 to 1979. Beginning with

at the University of British Columbia from 1968 to 1971 an

